Our Mission
In the Spring of 2000, the Archives continued the original efforts of Captain Roger Pineau and William Hudson, and the Archives first attempts in 1992, to gather the papers, letters, photographs, and records of graduates of the US Navy Japanese/Oriental Language School, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1942-1946. We assemble these papers in recognition of the contributions made by JES/OLS instructors and graduates to the War effort in the Pacific and the Cold War, to the creation of East Asian language programs across the country, and to the development of Japanese-American cultural reconciliation programs after World War II.

Knecht Recollects

... An important happening was getting our shots. Tuesday morning we all reported to Sick Bay and formed a line. One by one we passed through the routine of getting a Tetanus shot in the left arm at the same time another corps boy was giving us a Typhoid shot in the right. Then we stepped ahead and got a Small Pox vaccination in the left arm. It was all over in a minute and we gaily went back to our studies. But along about 1030 that morning, while I was back in the library, I felt my right arm getting sore. Back in the dorm, I found everyone else complaining. By noon none of us could move our arms without wincing with pain. We couldn’t cut our meat at lunch and dinner; we had to bend our mouths down to meet the fork and spoon; and it was a painful sight to watch us putting on and taking off our coats. Of course, we couldn’t take dictation at the blackboard, but we did manage to write at the table. Some of the girls were even worse off — both their arms were sore and some of them were ill. I combed Daphne’s hair for her. By Thursday, we were pretty much back to normal, but on Tuesday we must again get the Typhoid and Tetanus shots, and each Tuesday thereafter until we have had four shots.

Betty Knecht to her Mother,  
July-August, 1943.  
WAVE 50th Reunion Entry, 1993

The Great Circle Route:  
China/Boulder/China

I appreciate very much your sending me the materials relating to the Navy Language Training Program. I should let you know that my professional papers are now with the MIT archives. I placed them there at the time of my retirement.

I will try to be of help in finding more Chinese language graduates. I should let you know that there is an error in my identification. I was not W(T) — I did not withdraw to Stillwater — I was told I knew enough Chinese so I was ordered to Pearl Harbor to work on planning for a China operation which never took place [Correction made]. I was then sent to Okinawa to join the 5th Marines. I went into Peking when the Japanese surrendered — it was like going home since I had graduated from the North China American School, which was just outside of Peking, in 1940. I served as an intelligence officer for the Peking area, and I had many adventures watching the buildup to the Chinese civil war between the Communists and the Nationalists. If I ever get around to writing up my experiences I will be certain to deposit copies with your Archives.

Lucien Pye  
OLS 1945

[Ed. Note: We look for more Chinese program stories as I contact more graduates in those fields.]

Russian in Boulder

We, the students of Russian, started in early November, 1944. The war against Japan was very active and we were expecting to be assigned to liaison duty on Russian ships attacking Japan. As far as I know there was no such duty, but at least one of our class members was sent to a Russian weather station in far eastern Siberia for a term of less than a year. That was J. Roy Richardson, a man who, unfortunately, died within the past year.

Americans were making progress in the war at the time although the "Battle of the Bulge" in Europe began about a month after we started and there were still major events in the Pacific going on. The Philippine Islands were still to be liberated and many other islands in the Pacific were held by tenacious Japanese soldiers. We had little indication of how our growing knowledge of Russian would be used in the war. War news dominated everything else and kept our attention.

Nevertheless we gained some knowledge other than the Russian language. We were treated to Russian movies more than once and I remember a well heralded speech by Alexander Kerensky, then aged 64. Kerensky headed the Russian provisional government of 1917 for a time but escaped to France when the Bolsheviks overthrew the government in October of that year. I don’t remember what he said but I do recall that he was very angry. He had moved to this country in 1940.

In the spring of 1945, while we studied Russian, the war was progressing and the first steps in forming the United Nations were started. President Roosevelt had met in February with Winston Churchill and Joseph Stalin to plan for the war's end and then, two months later FDR died. A month after that the European war was over and we were still studying Russian. By early June we were pronounced fluent and sent to New York City for a short course in Naval Intelligence provided at the Henry Hudson Hotel. [How else could fluency be determined but as pronunciation?]

Presumably properly educated in intelligence matters, we were sent off to Washington, D.C. where we joined up with other, earlier Boulder graduates, who were in the process of building a Russian-English dictionary. That operation was in the Stewart Building at Fifth and K streets, I think Northeast, though that may be wrong. The building, a new car dealership, was across the street from a large public market. New cars were virtually non-existent at that time because of the war and I suspect that the dealer was very happy to have the government as a tenant. From the Fifth and K location I was sent with a German-speaking chief petty officer to the main Navy Department building to create extracts of documents the Navy had acquired when it captured the German submarine, U234, filled with military papers sent by the failing government of Germany supposedly en-route to Japan.

The sub had surfaced and was flying a white flag somewhere in the Atlantic. As I recall, the operation continued for several months and was still going on when I was discharged from the Navy in March 1946.

Charles Brink  
OLS 1945

[Ed. Note: Mr. Brink gave us a list of Russian faculty as well as a list of those Russian graduates with whom he had kept in contact.]

William (Bill) A. Heintz  
(1924-1997)

William (Bill) A. Heintz was born May 31, 1924, in Chicago, IL, the son of Peter F. and Lucille (Russell) Heintz. He graduated from Carleton College, interrupting his
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